Duties/Responsibilities:

The Intercultural Community Center (ICC) is seeking student leaders who have a passion for diversity and social justice programming to fill the 2019-2020 Equity Ambassador position. This new iteration of a student worker will raise awareness as well as spark discussion about social justice, equity, and inclusion. The ICC’s hope is to sponsor transformational educational programs that examine, celebrate, and appreciate identity. The Equity Ambassadors will act as a diverse cohort of student leaders who partner with faculty, staff and students to enrich the community through the facilitation and support of programs at the ICC. Students hired for this position will also participate in ongoing training related to the art of informed dialogue, student advocacy and diversity research.

Qualifications/Preferences:

Applicants should be interested in creating a greater sense of belonging for students from diverse backgrounds who are often marginalized.

Applicants must be able to attend the following training dates and participate in the selection process: Sunday, September 22, from 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. (everything after noon is optional, breakfast provided).

Applicants should have enough flexibility in their current schedule to work up to 6 – 8 hours a week, including staff meetings. Applicants should be comfortable with being a forward facing representation of the ICC at the College. Competitive applicants will have some programming experience, some facilitation/dialogue skills as it relates to social justice topics, office management experience, strong organizational skills, and the ability to communicate effectively with individuals and audiences from diverse backgrounds.

Start Date: 9/21/2019
End Date: 12/3/2019
Work Schedule: 3 hour shifts, 1-4pm, 4-7pm, 7-10pm.
Starting Pay Rate: $14.25/Hour
To apply, please complete the position application at
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1wX5d8Y9Vwo_3bG5BNKzWa1Ufe9q4hfY-klnroZOTufM/edit Applicants must also submit a resume and their schedule to icc@oxy.edu